Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees Awarded with Distinction

Fall 2013

Summa cum laude designates approximately the top one percent of graduates in each college. *Magna cum laude* designates approximately the next three percent of graduates in each college. *Cum laude* designates approximately the next six percent of graduates in each college.

The actual number of students is dependent on the number who meet the published minimum grade-point average by college.

**Summa Cum Laude**
Athey, Keegan McGee – Soil and Crop Sciences
Brake, Janice Elizabeth – Business Administration
Carleton, Tyler J. – Watershed Science
Denham, Steven Thomas – Microbiology
Grubb, Nicole L. – Social Work
Heim, Mark Thomas – Computer Science
Jensen, Veronica Leigh – Journalism and Technical Communication
Johnson, Alice Elizabeth – Social Work
Johnson, Chelsea Kathleen – Business Administration
Johnston, Christopher Donald – Business Administration
Lighthart, Nathan Phillip – Computer Science
Luster, Sean C. – Business Administration
Marks, Olivia Louise – International Studies
Minch, Hillary Burnett – Biochemistry
Muehlbradt, Annika M. – Computer Science
O’Neill, Yvonne M. – Human Development and Family Studies
Seaman, Jonathan Allen – Microbiology
Sprague, Alicia Marie – Natural Resource Recreation and Tourism
Sutton, Hollis Marie – Sociology
Thrasher, Rebekah Leigh – Art
Vaughan, Damon R. – Forestry
Webster, Eric James – Biochemistry

**Magna Cum Laude**
Alawadi, Khaled – Business Administration
Britton, Whitney Rae – Natural Sciences
Broth, HaleyAnn Michelle – Nutrition and Food Science
Cameron Jr., Thayne Devaur – Philosophy
Codd, Alyssa M. – Business Administration
Demkowicz, Kathryn G. – Business Administration
Derkash, Brian Stephen – Construction Management
DiMercurio, Alexandra Cooke – Business Administration
Earl, Lindsay Grace – Sociology
Eringen, Zenure Jean Shiffman – Social Work
Evans, Chelsea Kia – Human Development and Family Studies
Farrar, Leigh Margaret – Communication Studies
Gallegos, Wesley – Languages, Literatures, and Cultures
Gangwish, David Jeremy – Economics
Gifford, Cody Lynn – Animal Science
Haitley, Tyler Scott – Business Administration
Handler, Amanda Jean – Applied Computing Technology
Herrmann, Kathrynn Lynn – Business Administration
Hibbard, Cory Elise – Apparel and Merchandising
Hope, Shelly Irene – Human Development and Family Studies
Horn, Emily Rose – English
Kennedy, Carol Anne – Political Science
Lambright, Jennifer Elizabeth – Journalism and Technical Communication
Larsen, Shalyn Christine – Human Development and Family Studies
Lawler, Katelyn Elise – Business Administration
Martin, Kenzie Shaye – Human Development and Family Studies
McDermott, Ellen Geronor – Social Work
Meier, Hannah Marie – Mathematics
Petrelli, Brian Reed – Business Administration
Plummer, Darryl James – History
Roche, Callie Joelle – Apparel and Merchandising
Sandoval, Noah Thomas – Engineering Science
Shinkle, Erik Owen Kamas – Economics
Shioshita, Jarett Miko – Business Administration
Spreng, Candace Breanne – Business Administration
Talian, Shannon Lee – Art
Toney, Jessica Suzanne – Business Administration
Tooley, Tonya Nicole – Business Administration
Trani, Andrew P. – Business Administration
Wilson, Devin Michael – Computer Science
Xiao, Xia – Nutrition and Food Science

**Cum Laude**
Babcock-Krenk, Miranda A. – Zoology
Balke, Daniel Aaron – Health and Exercise Science
Billington, Graciela Janeth – Liberal Arts
Black, Rebecca Nicole – Art
Bledowski, Brighton Aubry – Music
Bond, Megan Marie – Human Development and Family Studies
Calderon, Rebecca Rose – Health and Exercise Science
Cass, Janelle – Mathematics
Corah, Breanna Lee – Music
De Fere, Joseph Richard – Business Administration
Doud, Taryn Elizabeth – International Studies
Eaton, Samantha Bonnie – Zoology
Ellenberger, Pauline P. – Art
Foland, Anja K. – Theatre
Franklin, Rachel Anna – Computer Science
Fritzler, Justin Lee – Computer Engineering
Gilmore, Chelsea Samantha Ray – Art
Greenwood, Kendall N. – Journalism and Technical Communication
Gross, Melissa Elaine – Music
Grott, Tamlyn Suzanne – Business Administration
Hammond III, Daniel Boyd – Biological Science
Haynsworth, Logan Diane – Ethnic Studies
Heer, Haley Helene – Music
Hellmers, Adelaide Clare – Biomedical Sciences
Hiat, Austin Quinn – Sociology

Higaki, Ryan Kunimitsu – Business Administration
Hoover, Tiffany Nicole – Human Development and Family Studies
Iodence, Ashley Ellyn – Biological Science
Jaeger, Kathryn Nicole – Human Development and Family Studies
Jessup, Jennifer Chau – Natural Sciences
Li, Yilin – Mathematics
Johnston, Alexis Nicole – Construction Management
Johnston, Thaddeus Michael – Computer Science
Joly, Erin Michelle – Business Administration
Justis, Benjamin Paul – Music
Kaiser, Scott Henry – Sociology
Kempton, Kristin Marie – Apparel and Merchandising
Kimball, Emma Suzanne – Dance
Klene, Tyler James – Apparel and Merchandising
Lacey, Kayleigh Maureen – Health and Exercise Science
Liu, Feifei – Business Administration
Matthews, Rianne Elizabeth – Music
McDonald-Crook, Abigail Rose – English
Mckelding, Allison Leah – Nutrition and Food Science
Napper, Rachael Lynn – Music
Neavin, Drew R. – Biological Science
Oswald, Erica Britt – Social Work
Parsons, Molly May – Psychology
Pitonyak, Chelsea Elizabeth – Equine Science
Pray, Kate Sarah – Communication Studies
Preston, Natalie Frances – International Studies
Reeve, Traci Rashelle – Nutrition and Food Science
Renfrew, Erin Michele – Biochemistry
Shriver, Timbre Lynn – Political Science
Smith, Amy Marie – Sociology
Snow, Kyle Christopher – Construction Management
Stanke, Brooke Whitney – Art
Thompson, Tressa Dawn – Civil Engineering
Threats, Shatritha M. – Human Development and Family Studies
Titch IV, Claude August – Construction Management
Triplett, Sarah Elizabeth – Biological Science
Vaughn, Jennifer Suzanne – Mechanical Engineering
Weaver, Ellyn Lois – Health and Exercise Science
Weber, Whitney E. – Apparel and Merchandising
Wilson, Derek S. – Health and Exercise Science
Wittmer, Nancy Dale – Health and Exercise Science
Yeates, Alexandra Schulist – Human Development and Family Studies
Zoeller, Bret Allen – Health and Exercise Science